1. Basic information

Community name: Fangsong Community
Location: Songjiang District, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China

Programme started year: Jan, 2007
Designation year: May, 2011
Community website: http://192.168.2.99:8081
2. For further information contact:

Name: Liu Caihong
Department: Safety Supervision Group, Office of Fangsong Community, Songjiang District, Shanghai
Address: No.6 Building, No.1111, Renmin North Road, Songjiang District, Shanghai
Post code: 201620             City:Shanghai
Country: People’s Republic of China
Tel: 86-21-67700915            Fax:86-21-67700915
E-mail: lch@fsjd.gov.cn
Website : http://fsjd.sj.net.cn:8080/

3. Safety Promotion Programs :
3.1 Injury intervention for children 0 ~ 14 year old
3.1.1 Safety promotion in Baby Care Center for 0-3 Year Old

80 local children and 70 migrant children have been received by the Community Baby Care Center for early education and injury prevention.

◆ Install protective devices on the doors of Tadpole Growth Paradise; regularly maintain non-slip mattress, wall cushions and table corners; replace old fitness equipments.

◆ Establishment of Traffic Safety Simulation Area

Set traffic lights and traffic police for traffic simulation; establish an activity room for injury prevention education.

◆ Compile children safety advertisement cards and rhyme book for safety education

◆ Parent-children interactive activities for injury prevention

◆ Provide safety training for parents

◆ Formulate injury emergency plans for children; provide characteristic courses
for children safety education; design advertisement cards for children; carry out various themed activities of safety simulation.

- Introduce the Only Child Injury Prevention Program to the parent-children club in the community.

3.1.2 Dogbite-caused Children Injury Intervention Program

(1) Conduct post-intervention investigation according to requirements of CDC

(2) Provide publicity materials of dog-bite prevention; collect themed rhymes for popularization; advise children to compose rhymes for dog-bite prevention with teachers. Head teachers send safety tips to parents on dog-bites preventions by short messages, show PPT slides of dog-bite prevention theme for children and organize themed activities.

(3) Strengthen dog management to improve neighborhood environment; guide people to keep dog in a civilized, scientific and lawful way; state a declaration on civilized dog keeping; put up posters of dog-bite prevention in 880 hallways.
Provide materials of dog-bite caused children injury prevention for residents; organize public lectures for dog keepers with a participation rate of 72%.

Hand out Safety Notice for Parents and call parents’ meeting to improve their safety awareness and injury prevention skills.

3.1.3 Children Safety Experience Center
Design and build a complete traffic simulation area by utilizing the circular passage around the main teaching building; open up a playroom exclusively for safety education; create characteristic safety tips and signs for kindergartens.

◆ Carry out safety publicity from Monday to Friday by mix-aged activities, safety themed courses and parent-child activities

◆ Compile safety manuals for children 2-3 years old covering traffic safety, home safety and sports safety; organize safety experimental education for children by giving out resource sharing cards on Thursday or at weekends.

◆ Give out newsletters every month among families with 0-3 year old babies for advertisement on safety knowledge and skills

◆ Carry out 2-3 characteristic practical activities every semester for children across the community. Over 1,400 parents and residents have benefited from the program.

3.2 Injury intervention for teenager aged 15-24
3.2.1 Traffic Simulation Center
In Jun 2008, an investment of 400,000 Yuan RMB was put into the establishment of a traffic simulation center of 350 square meters. Traffic markings, traffic lights, safety signs, electric automobile and gas stations have been set up for traffic simulation. The program aims at promoting children’s understanding on traffic safety. Children can learn how to guarantee safety when walking, riding bicycles or driving and master traffic safety skills by practice.

Jointly managed by the Traffic Safety Promotion Group and school, the center has provided service for teachers and students since its establishment. By the end of Dec 2010, 16,584 people including residents, teachers and students had received training in the center.

3.2.2 Disaster Drill Center

The program of disaster drill center aims at teaching people how to deal with emergency with safety knowledge and skills to reduce injuries. In Apr 2009, Fangsong Community invested 600,000 Yuan RMB on the establishment of a Disaster drill center in the teaching building of Huashi Junior High School. Photo shows, object exhibition and audio system have been provided to teach people how to use fire extinguisher and how to do first-aid in emergency. Jointly managed by the Workplace Safety Promotion Group and school, the center provides service for teachers and students.

A disaster drill center of 250 square kilometers has been established in the teaching building of Huashi Junior High School. The center provides simulation of emergency drill in urban public places and homes. Photo shows, object exhibition and
audio system have been provided to teach people how to use fire extinguisher and how to do first-aid in emergency.

3.2.3 Student Bicycle Riding Qualification Program

There is risk of fall accidents due to large number of bicycle riders among junior high school students in Fangsong Community.

Program implementation:

Conduct riding qualification test in collaboration with safety teachers every semester and issue certificates for qualified students

The qualification test contains 2 parts: theory test and practice test. The practice test contains 5 parts including traffic guidance recognition, judgement test, self-protection ability, driving manners, and driving skills. Students have to pass the five rounds of test to get certificate, or take the test once again.

3.3 Injury intervention for middle-aged people aged 25-64

3.3.1 “Chat Together”

Residents and migrant workers in the community are overstressed due to family and labor disputes, unguaranteed legitimate rights and unemployment in the community. The “Chat Together” Program has been conducted since Mar 2009 to solve the problem.

( 1 ) Working staff in the service center chat with residents as a friend listening
to their complaints and answering their questions.

(2) Set up a room for reception service; equip the chatting room with first-aid kits (containing essential balm and band aid); set up a hotline for counseling; create a harmonious environment for chatting.

(3) Employ professional psychologists for counseling service to improve the quality of “Chat Together” Program.

3.3.2 Improvement on working and living environments of rural migrant workers

◆ Urge construction and production enterprises to improve facilities for work and life of rural migrant workers and establish entertainment room, safety training classroom and activity room to enrich rural migrant workers’ life.

◆ Provide free physical exams for over 600 rural migrant workers sponsored by the community.

◆ Entertainment shows by Community Culture & Activity Center are provided for over 3,000 workers in construction sites and enterprises

◆ Hand out over 400 books and 100 movies discs in construction sites and enterprises.

3.4 Injury intervention for senior people over 65 years old

3.4.1 Aged-care service

In collaboration with Aged-care at Home Service Center, nursery service has been provided for 318 senior people across the community for free or with discount. The service includes housekeeping service, bathing assistance, medical assistance and psychological consolation.

There has established a team composed of 95 volunteers to provide one-on-one service for the senior. Emergency plan for the senior has been formulated and
implemented. Every month there are various themed activities targeting on safety of senior people.

3.4.2 Emergency service

To satisfy different needs of senior people living alone, two types of equipments for emergency calls have been installed including 62 sets of “Ankangtong” and 69 sets of sunny pagers. Health insurance has been provided for 240 senior to remove their worries.

3.4.3 Legal aid service

The Legal Aid Service Center of Fangsong Community has provided service for over 600 senior people and carried out 100 activities in neighborhoods. Over 20 legal lectures and performance shows have been provided.

4. Injury types & environment improvements of safety promotion programs

4.1 Intervention of fall accident of the senior

◆ Road improvement:

Targeting on uneven roads that might cause fall accidents, improvements have been made in collaboration with Real Estate Department.

◆ Handrail installation:

Handrails have been installed in 50 sites of public hallway to improve the living condition of the senior and prevent injury.

◆ Fall-prevention infrastructure construction:
Handrails, wheelchair accesses and kitchen utility improvement are provided for 209 households especially for senior people living alone and pure old families.

4.2 Home improvement

◆ Fire safety work stations are established in 30 neighborhood committees (or preparatory groups) with about fire extinguishers installed.

◆ Hand out about 1,500 first-aid cases every year and provide Red-cross first-aid trainings on a regular base.

◆ 1,593 safety inspections have been carried out since 2007 among 6,813 families with over 470 hidden risks discovered and removed. Gas accessories of 1300 households have been renewed for free.

4.3 Sports Injury Intervention

◆ Maintain & renew fitness equipment:

Certain people are responsible for maintaining fitness equipment in the 87 neighborhoods on a regular base. Safeguard devices, anti-skid facilities, safety signs and warnings are set up.

◆ 3 security guards take patrol in fitness areas across the community every day and take record. The sign of “Out of Use” would be hanged on fitness equipment with problems. Fitness equipment used over 3 years has to be replaced with new ones.
◆ A team of 85 sports experts instructs people to work out in a scientific way in the Community Cultural Activity Center and fitness areas.

4.4 Traffic Safety

4.4.1 Improve traffic facilities & environments

◆ Set up security monitoring system, traffic lights, yellow flashlights and traffic markings; draw visual intervention lines at entrances/exits to cause visual deviation and force drivers to slow down.

◆ Set up deceleration lines and strips of 136 pieces as well as safety signs at neighborhood gates and school gates.

◆ Conduct traffic light signal optimization.

4.4.2 Centralized rectification on traffic violations

◆ Special rectification on drunk driving

◆ Special rectification on traffic light violation of motoring vehicles, non-motoring vehicles and pedestrian

◆ Special rectification on illegal parking and jaywalking at school gate
◆ Special rectification on illegal transportation operation with illegal vehicles forfeited.

Traffic rectification  Rectification on drunk driving

4.4.3 Traffic safety promotion in neighborhoods, schools and organizations

◆ In 2007, activities were carried out themed on traffic safety including “Value Life and Pay attention on Road Safety” “Walk and Ride in a Civilized Way” “Hand in Hand to Promote Traffic Safety Cooperatively” “A journey begins with safety” and so forth.

◆ A traffic simulation center and a traffic safety classroom were set up in school, which receive over 4,000 people for experimental education every year.

◆ In 2009, local police provided lectures on traffic safety for students in 6 primary and middle schools across 19 neighborhoods.

◆ In 2010, 12 volunteer activities of various kinds are organized with over 7,000 participants.
◆ In view of high accident rate of electric bicycle driving, people are advised not to use unsecured electric bicycles.

Traffic volunteer activity  Traffic safety education for hotel staff

4.5 School Safety
4.5.1 School safety infrastructure construction

◆ Facility Improvement

▲ More lights, security cameras, safety signs, fire extinguishers and fire hydrants are installed in schools.

▲ Innoxiously synthetic turf is laid on playgrounds of all schools. Edges of fitness equipment, flowerbeds and park benches are enwrapped with outdoor woods to avoid unintentional injury.

▲ Standardize management of campus road, parking places of motoring and non-motoring vehicles; install road cones, deceleration strips, traffic reflectors; draw separating lines of parking places and traffic markings.

▲ Invite members of Parent Committee to jointly seek for hidden risks on campus.

◆ Classroom/playroom Improvement

▲ Cupboards and desks are designed with arc-shaped corners to avoid injuries. Make sure switches and plugs in kindergartens are out of children’s reach. Door cracks are sealed with soft glass to avoid finger slamming. Safety tips and route maps are pasted onto the floor for guidance. Customized hand sinks with the right height are designed for children with arc-shaped corners.
◆ Design safety signs for staircase use such as “I would take stairs in a safe way”.

4.5.2 School safety publicity

◆ Carry out series of activities including young traffic safety supervision team activities at school gates, exhibition of traffic violations, Traffic Safety Day activities and advertising on children’s in-car safety

◆ Targeting on traffic violations of bicycle riding by senior students, videos are played in public to make students realize the harm of traffic violations.

◆ Provide traffic safety lectures in schools and invite police to give a speech.

◆ Organize photo exhibition for students

◆ Compile and hand out holiday safety booklets & homeland newsletters to children and pupils on a regular base.

◆ Establish a traffic safety simulation center, a disaster drill center and a children’s safety simulation center (Teacher Training College Affiliated Kindergarten) that provide safety drills for teachers and students.
4.6 Disabled Injury Prevention

◆ Service Center for the Disabled

The Service Center for the Disabled, set up in May, 2010 has received 28 members for standardized education and management for the disabled.

◆ Establishment of Volunteer Team & Assistance Team for the disabled

There has been established a volunteer team of 13 members and an assistance team of 69 members including entrepreneurs, college students, psychologists and other kindhearted people that provide rehabilitation service, safety inspection, needs survey and etc for the disabled. Care at Home Service has been provided for a severely disabled person out of employment to as supplement of rehabilitation.

◆ Establish of Rehabilitation Service Center

Set up health records for the disabled; design personal rehabilitation plans and provide medical service for the disabled.

Provide Cataract surgery for the disabled with vision below 0.3

Issue Sunny Baby Card for disabled children and provide systematic rehabilitation and training for them.
◆ Facilities for the Disabled

Install handrails for 310 households of the disabled; equip wheelchair access for 21 households of the disabled; provide wheelchairs, walking assistance and special toilet seats for 36 disabled people; equip wheelchair accesses in public places including community plaza, activity room, central park and community service center.

4.7 Intervention in Migrants Populated Area

With the rapid development of economic development, there has been a sharp increase in migrant population, with a percentage of over 30%. Most of them are casual laborers with low payment and shared tenancy, which causes hidden risks on the use of water, electricity, gas and problems of sanitation and public security.

4.7.1 Management on Migrants Populated Area

◆ Improvement on technology defense facilities

Install electrical monitoring systems in public hallways, basements and parking places for non-motor vehicles co-sponsored by community and house maintenance fund.

◆ Strengthen gate guard management

Install access control systems at the entrance of neighborhoods with strict control on IC card quantity to avoid miscellaneous people; change access password every six month to dynamically monitor the change of residents.

◆ Standardization of vehicle management

Entry pass cards and register books have been made uniformly for vehicles in the community since 2010. Entry pass card will be needed for entrance. Vehicles without pass cards have to be registered for entrance.

4.7.2 Improvement of self-management awareness

( 1 ) Community Discussion Group Program

◆ Establish joint conference system in migrant populated area
Every tenement in the community sends a representative to safety seminar for communication on safety promotion.

◆ Set up online email box and collect suggestions for safety promotion by emails.

( 2 ) Woodpecker Activity

◆ Parking management： A、Paste kindly reminders for motor vehicles B、Hand out leaflets at the neighborhood gate C、Park bicycles at designated sites and leave kindly reminder at bicycle seats

◆ Interactive activity： A、Chat with senior people and listen to their stories B、One-on-one service for 10 senior people living alone in 5 households. Volunteers make greeting calls every week and pay door-to-door visit every month. C、Provide housekeeping service and psychological consulting for the senior living alone. D、Provide neck warmers and send concern for the senior

◆ Fire accident prevention： A、Provide fire safety lectures and practical trainings for students, retired people, housewives and migrant workers. B、Organize fire drills C、put up posters and provide 5 blackboard newspaper every month for publicity on fire safety.

( 3 ) Legal Aid Center for Rural Migrant Workers

◆ Provide legal aid and employment consulting for migrant people under joint efforts of Judicial Authority, Community Social Welfare Center and Family Planning Office

◆ Community legal advisors provide lectures for migrant workers, realtors and principle tenants and mediate disputes and solve problems for migrant workers.

4.7.3 Special Rectification Program

( 1 ) Rectification on shared tenancy
Establish working process of shared tenancy rectification including problem recognition, report and solution; solve problems according to the regulation.

( 2 ) Rectification on gas cylinder use

Rectification activities were carried on from Mar to Oct, 2009 targeting on substandard liquefied gas cylinder.

◆ Ferret out substandard among tenants by pattern search under joint efforts of neighborhood committees, volunteers and estate management company.

◆ Forfeit substandard gas cylinders in collaboration with police, fire department and gas management department.

◆ Appoint gate guards to trace gas haulage man to households to control the entrance of substandard gas cylinders.

5. Injury surveillance

Population in 2010: 132,300

Start-up time of injury surveillance: 2008

Means of Monitoring

Injury surveillance by medical organizations: hospitalization injury data; outpatient/emergency injury data

Injury surveillance by government function departments: traffic safety, workplace safety; fire safety; violence injury

Others: schools, kindergartens, construction sites

Injury information (based on injury data from medical organizations)

2008 : Population 77,300; injured people: 2,143

2009 : Population 92,900; injured people: 2,146
2010: Population 132,300; injured people: 798

6. Literatures & Publications

◆ A column has been set up in the monthly journal of Songjiang New Town themed on the International Safe Community Promotion Program of Fangsong Community, covering program progress and safety knowledge. The activities of safety promotion program are published in Songjiang Newspaper. A documentary has been made and played on Songjiang Cable.

◆ A column of Fangsong Safe Community has been set up on the website of Songjiang New Town (http://fsjd.sj.net.cn:8080/) for regular release of program progress and safety knowledge. Suggestions and advices about safety promotion could be published on the website so as to attract more people to concern and actively get involved in the program.

7. Brochures & Advertising Gifts

◆ Print and deliver a total 30,000 copies of Safety Manual for Fangsong Residents to every household in the community

◆ 700,000 paper cups are handed out to residents, enterprises and institutions in the community.

◆ 20,000 bottle openers with the shape of 2010 Expo mascot, Haibao are handed to residents with gas safety knowledge on the front and emergency calls on the back.

◆ 8,000 automobile non-slip mattress with slogans of “Safe Driving” and “Civilized Driving” are handed out to drivers.

◆ 20 pieces of show boards are set up in the major crossings of community for traffic safety publicity among drivers and pedestrians.

◆ Others

Workplace Safety Manual of Fangsong Community
School & Traffic Safety Manual of Fangsong
Community
Vacation Safety Instruction Book for Children
Construction Site Safety Instruction Book
Fire Safety Instruction Book for Children
Fall Prevention for the senior (Colored pages)
Traffic Safety (Colored pages)
Tips on Safety and Health (Colored pages)
Tips on Health Care in Different Seasons (Colored pages)
Fire Safety Knowledge (Colored pages)
Fire Escape in High-rise Flat (Colored pages)
Home Safety Knowledge (Colored pages)
Focus on Children’s Safety (Colored pages)

8. Working Staff of Safety Promotion Program

Director of Fangsong Community Safe Community Promotion Committee
Yang Jianzhong
Deputy Director of Fangsong Community  Safe Community Promotion Committee

Shi Yi

Professionals/Part-time staff: 3 members
Formal staff: 40 members
Temporary staff: 2,000 members

Principals of cross-sectional organizations:

Director:
Yang Jianzhong  Deputy Secretary of Party and Labor Committee in Fangsong Community,
Director of Fangsong Community Office

Deputy Director:
Shi Yi  Deputy Director of Fangsong Community Office

Members:

Li Zheng  Deputy Chief of Health Bureau in Songjiang District
Jing Yulong  Deputy Chief of Bureau of Civil Affairs in Songjiang District
Chen Xiaohua  Deputy Chief of Education Bureau in Songjiang District
Gu Yizhong  Deputy Chief of Traffic Police Detachment in Songjiang District
Shen Yongpei  Deputy Chief of Fire Detachment in Songjiang District
Yan Weijun  Section Chief of Injury Surveillance Division, CDC in Songjiang District
Fan Cunqing  Chief of No.1 Detachment, Food Administration Division in Songjiang District
Chen Qiang  Section Chief of Service Division, Urban Administrative Enforcement Bureau of Songjiang District
Gu Fenglei  Chief of Party and Administration Office in Fangsong Community
Yin Weiqun  Section Chief of Communication Division in Fangsong Community
Fan Rongyan  Director of Social Security Service Center in Fangsong Community
Wang Lianjun  Director of Service & Management Center in Fangsong Community
Wang Huan  Director of Comprehensive Administration Office in Fangsong Community
Yu Zhiqi  Section Chief of Urban Development Division in Fangsong Community
Wu Guisheng  Chief of Safety Supervision Division in Fangsong Community
Zhuo Yue  Director of Family Planning Office in Fangsong Community
Zhang Wenhua  Section Chief of Judiciary Division in Fangsong Community
Xu Song  Section Chief of Social Undertaking Division in Fangsong Community
Qian Yongfen  Chief of Public Finance Office in Fangsong Community
Sun Bing  Chief of Women’s Union in Fangsong Community
Yu Ying  Section Chief of Civil Affairs & Labor Security Division
Zhang Guohong  Director of Cultural Activity Center in Fangsong Community
Zhao Xuejun  Director of Health Service Center in Fangsong Community  
Sheng Yu  Chief of Local Police Station in Fangsong Community  
Hu Wei  Deputy Director of Comprehensive Urban Administration Center in Fangsong  

Principals of safety promotion working groups  

(1) Office of Safety Promotion Working Committee of Fangsong Community  
**Director** Fu Benlin  Director of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community  
**Members** Liu Caihong  Member of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community  
Zhang Hao  Member of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community  

(2) Publicity Group  
**Director** Zhang Jiehong  Section Chief of Communication Division in Fangsong Community  
**Vice director** Zhou Zheng  Member of Communication Division in Fangsong Community  
**Members** Yang Miao  Police of No.3 Traffic Detachment of Songjiang District  
Zhao Xiangzhong  Police of Fire Detachment of Songjiang District  
Yu Weijun  Police of Local Station of Fangsong Community  
Li Jianjun  Staff of Gas Company of Songjiang District  
Zhang Hao  Member of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community
( 3 ) Injury Surveillance Group

Director  Yan Weijun  Section Chief of Injury Surveillance Division, CDC of Songjiang District
Vice director  Qian Songjie  Vice Director of Fangsong Community Health Service Center
Members  Zhang Yi  Quality Control Staff of Fangsong Community Health Service Center
          Huang Li  Staff of Injury Surveillance Division, CDC of Songjiang District
          Liu Caihong  Member of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community
          Wang Zhen  Police of Local Station of Fangsong Community
          Han Gang  Police Officer of Fire Detachment of Songjiang District
          Tao Huiliang  Fire Safety Staff of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community

( 4 ) Traffic Safety Promotion Group

Director  Gao Boming  Chief of No.3 Traffic Detachment of Songjiang District
Vice director  Yang Miao  Police of No.3 Traffic Detachment of Songjiang District
Members  Qiang Hui  Vice Section Chief of Urban Development Division of Fangsong Community
          Gu Chenhong  Secretary of Lanqiao Neighborhood of Fangsong Community
Shen Peiyun  Principal of Dingxiang neighborhood committee preparatory group of Fangsong Community

Gu Yajuan  Secretary of Lvtingyuan Neighborhood of Fangsong Community

Zhang Jianjian  Volunteer representative

Yang Ximin  Volunteer representative

( 5 ) School & Children Safety Promotion Group

Director  Xu Song  Section Chief of Social Undertaking Division of Fangsong Community

Vice director  Huang Lina  Vice Director of Family Planning Office of Fangsong Community

Members  He Linfang  Director of Teacher Training College Affiliated Kindergarten

Li Jun  Vice Principal of Sanxin School of Fangsong Community

Zhou Ming  Vice Principal of Huashi Middle School of Fangsong Community

Zhu Ruihua  Chief of General Affairs of Teacher Training College Affiliated Kindergarten

Jiang Jing  Teacher of Early Education Center for Children Age 0-3

( 6 ) Home Safety Promotion Group

Director  Yu Ying  Section Chief of Civil Affairs & Labor Security Division of Fangsong Community

Vice director  Zhao Waniuang  Senior Association of Fangsong Community
Wang Yi  Member of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community

Members  Zhou Lijiao  Member of Senior Association of Fangsong Community

Chen Jing  Member of Association for the Disabled of Fangsong Community

Shen Jin  Staff of Age-care at Home Service Center

Huang Jian  Staff of Urban Development Division of Fangsong Community

Wu Zhangjie  Staff of Cultural Activity Center of Fangsong Community

Song Yushun  Staff of Rehabilitation Center of Fangsong Community

Zhu Juming  Legal Aid Service Center of Fangsong Community

( 7 ) Workplace Safety Promotion Group

Director  Fu Benlin  Director of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community

Vice Director  Li Xiaohu  Fire Safety Supervision Division of Fire Detachment of Fangsong Community

Zhang Songlin  Member of Safety Supervision Group of Fangsong Community

Members  Hu Wei  Director of Urban Management Group of Fangsong Community

Shen Junwei  Director of City Image Management Group of Fangsong Community

Zhang Haijin  Principal of Xianghe Commercial Plaza
Ruan Tianpan  Principal of Lanqiao Commercial Plaza  
Zhu Guowei  Manager of Kaivuan Commercial Plaza  
Cao Lixin  Secretary of Jianghong Neighborhood Committee of Fangsong Community  
Zhang Haichun  Secretary of Chen Jiacun Neighborhood Committee of Fangsong Community  

(8) Public Security Promotion Group  
Director  Wu Guisheng  Director of Comprehensive Administration Office of Fangsong Community  
Vice director  Zhang Qun  Vice Chief of Local Police Station of Fangsong Community  
Zhang Jincai  Director of Joint Defense Group of Fangsong Community  
Members  Li Honggang  Manager of Xintaoyuan Property Management Company  
Gong Haihuo  Staff of Fangsong Community Office  
Kong Jianhua  Police of Local Police Station of Fangsong Community  
Ye Kerong  Captain of Joint Defense Group of Fangsong Community  
Bao Yulin  Director of Public Security of Lanqiao Neighborhood Committee  
Li Chengjiang  Staff of Migrant Population Management Office of Fangsong Community  

9. International Exchange  
◆In Oct 2009, Fangsong Community participated in the 5th Asian Safety Community Promotion Conference in Beijing and received the honor of National Safe
Community.

◆ In Apr 2010, Fangsong Community received the visit of President of Neihu International Safe Community, Taibei City for experience exchange.

◆ In Dec 2007, Fangsong Community participated in the International Safe Community Naming Ceremony and Safe Community Promotion Seminar in Shanghai.

◆ In May 2011, Fangsong Community undertook the Asian Safe Communities Network Conference.